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Studies have shown that good, and even lighting levels have a 

positive effect on your staff and visitors. For open or system ceilings, 

we can offer the ideal solution. In combination with presence 

detection sensors, Tunable White lighting and DALI scenes, you 

can create a dynamic lighting effect that promotes the human 

biorhythm and is also energy efficient.

The strength of cooperation 

Since 2018, Veko Lightsystems has been 

part of the Fagerhult Group. This offers 

us a greater scope in our office portfolio. 

Fagerhult Group is the largest lighting group 

in Scandinavia, and a market leader in Europe, 

with a staff of around 3,300, and branches 

in 20 countries around the world.

For basic lighting, Veko has its own range 

of built-in and suspended luminaires. 

For an architectural application or special 

office lighting, we are the place to be. 

Together with our partners, we will be happy 

to produce the perfect lighting design for 

your project. 

All DALI luminaires can be connected to our 

presence detectors. In return these can be 

controlled by our Encelium light management 

system.
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Good lighting is 
the starting point
Veko Lucan Trend linear lighting is specially designed to create 

an industrial look in office spaces, schools and showrooms. 

We offer a range of in-built luminaires that can be elegantly 

integrated into the panels of your system ceiling. 

Lucan Trend 

Lucan Trend linear lighting generates an 

even lighting pattern with a lighting level 

of 500 lux at the workplace. The integrated 

strips in the Lucan Trend deliver a UGR 

value of <19. 

Down lighters

Veko down lighters are ideal for corridors, 

toilets and other open spaces. The HM series 

is equiped with high-gloss mirror optics. 

LED panels: Microprismatic and Grille 

The rectangular and square integrated 

luminaires offer high colour values 

and a low UGR of <19. The microprismatic 

cover guarantees a comfortable light 

pattern for use in combination with 

monitor screens.

Microprismatic Grille
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The light line in detail

Installation material

Installation angle

Blind plate 
with retail spotlight

Integrated sensor 
on a blind plate

Fixation plate 
for cable box

Cable duct

Connection pieces/ bridge

Wieland intermediate feed

Profile type

7-wire flat cable - circuits

2nd power circuit and/or extra 3-wire cabling

Centralized and decentralized 

emergency lighting
Blind plate

DALI or fixed driver

Choice of luminaire

Optics and IK valueStart and/or end 

power feed

Wieland 

start and/or end 

power feed

IP classification

A smart system 

The Lucan Trend light line is a profile system 

designed individually for each project. 

This enables you to create the ideal combination 

of continuous light lines interspersed with 

presence detection. (De)central emergency 

lighting and spotlights can easily be added. 

If you opt for a profile with cable duct, other 

(data) cables can easily be integrated. 

Encelium light management system 

Using the Encelium light management system 

(from Osram) you can easily manage your 

(emergency) lighting and sensors. The system 

generates reports with fault messages, the latest 

energy consumption data and energy savings,

all visualised in a 3D plan.
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We configure our light lines for every project. The light lines are designed 

are designed stepwise, depending on the conditions required. In this way, we 

create a unique product, adapted to your project. This effect can be achieved 

with new light lines or by renovating existing Veko light lines.
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From design to maintenance

Development

Every day, a team of designers and product 

engineers at Veko is working very hard developing, 

testing and producing the latest industrial lighting 

products. Veko aims to deliver the ideal lighting 

solution for every factory hall, sports hall, carpark, 

refrigerated and frozen storage location and retail 

environment. Through the use of separate lenses, 

Veko identifies the ideal optical solution. 

One special feature is that whereas Veko used to 

purchase all components, the company now 

manufactures the light sources itself, in combination 

with smart switching systems. Thanks to Veko 

Tune, luminaires are adapted precisely to your 

specific wishes. 

Production

Veko operates a modern factory and also 

manufactures its own LED strips. Veko even 

produces 1.5 metre-long LED boards eradicating 

annoying interruptions in the lighting pattern. 

In the factory in Schagen, luminaires are produced 

on a project basis and delivered fully prefabricated.

Installation 

Engineers at Veko work in fixed teams and take 

up the challenge to install your lighting as 

efficiently as possible. Because they handle linear 

lights on a daily basis, and the systems are 

delivered plug and play, you experience minimal 

nuisance on the shop floor and save up to 50% 

on installation times. 

The Veko team will also be happy to remove your 

existing lighting. This fact, combined with the 

minimal use of packaging material guarantees that 

your location can be put back into action quickly 

and cleanly. 

Service and maintenance 

If something does go wrong with your system, 

the service staff are permanently on call. Veko 

handles all light disruptions from a central location, 

guaranteeing rapid, adequate assistance. 

Veko are specialists in linear lighting. The company develops and 

manufactures LED lighting in-house. As far as possible, we remove all 

our customers’ cares and deliver turn-key projects. From application 

to maintenance, you can rely on the specialists at Veko.



Reference projects 
Over the past few years, Veko has completed numerous 

eye-catching projects based on our innovative luminaires, 

backed up by the latest technology. We are proud to share 

the results and findings of our customers. 

CanCom production hall 
A 1,200 m2 production hall and office space required a lighting system. 

CanCom opted for Veko above all other parties because of our quality, 

efficiency and installation by Veko’s own team of engineers. 

Offices Renault building Wibautstraat 

The former head office of Renault Nederland was fully renovated 

and now offers attractive office space to the well-known advertising 

agency FCB Amsterdam among others. 

Suplacon

Major renovation and new-building plans placed lighting 

on the agenda at Suplacon. The new production hall and 

office space have been fully equiped with the latest 

generation LED luminaires. 

We have received many compliments about 

the lighting. You only truly notice the difference 

in light between your old fluorescent lighting 

and LED lighting once it’s actually installed.

Employees find the lighting very pleasant and

the quality of their work has increased even more.

In terms of lighting, we are set for years to come.

Yvo Otten, Commerce Lead, Suplacon
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